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LOGO

STUDENT
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Austria

AT

5pm

5pm specializes in manufacturing unique high
quality infusion drinks with the objective of making
teatime a full-time experience.

Finland

FI

ABC-Pelit Ny

ABC-Pelit developes board games for children that
can be played with parents, so that all of the family
can enjoy the game together.

Project
CBEwB

CB

Ameri-Snacks

The company imports American snacks and candy.

Norway

NO

Amplifiers UB

We sell a product that will reduce the use of
chargers. Our product is a little thing that will
prevent chargers from breaking inside.

Belgium

BE

Art 33

Latvia

LV

Art&Relax

3 - part fashion coloring books with silhouette of a
lady to color.

Estonia

EE

Beatbullet

Student company Beatbullet makes earbuds out of
empty bulletcases.

Norway

NO

Below Zero UB

Below Zero UB offers heatpockets for cellphones to
avoid the battery from dying in the cold. The
pockets come in two different sizes.

The
Netherlands

NL

Bio-logisch

Biological effervescent tablets for in the toilet. It will
clean your toilet, and it’s better for nature.

Estonia

EE

Bite

Bite offers handmade Kama bites that are healthy
and delicious.

Finland

FI

Bivineel
Cosmetics NY

Bivineel Cosmetics NY sells handmade lip balms
and lip scrubs.

SE

Blue & Yellow
Souvenirs UF

Blue & Yellow Souvenirs UF company is selling
Swedish Souvenirs. These souvenirs are
educational, have sense of Swedishness and
unique.

Sweden

The company makes unique design clocks that are
cut in a vinyl record folowing a city skyline, an artist
silhouette and many more.

Norway

NO

BlueWolf UB

We are a new established company that focuses on
innovating clothes combined with technology. Our
vision is to produce clothing that will make your life
so much easier.

The
Netherlands

NL

BottleCliq

The Bottlecliq makes an unique bottle holder which
ensures extra safety on the road.
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Estonia

EE

Braintrain

The product trains the brain and effectiveness of
your movements.

Norway

NO

Busse UB

Busse UB sells shopping bags printed with the
phrase "Take me with you" in six different Sámi
languages.

Sweden

SE

Cesto
Delicatezza UF

Turkey

TR

Charger Aid

“ChargerAid” is made to fix broken iPhone
cables. The product clutches onto the cable and
prevents it from getting torn down.
ChildAware sells a selfwritten childrenbook
about Josef, a 6 years old refugee boy who
comes from Syria. In the book we get to follow
his journey in Sweden to his new life.

We are a company selling Italian delicacies
baskets.

Project
CBEwB

CB

ChildAware

Project
CBEwB

CB

ClickBait

Norway

NO

CornFish UB

Norway

NO

Cupholder UB

Project
CBEwB

CB

DALLADDA

The company makes raincoats for handbags.

The
Netherlands

NL

De Fairtrade
Gids

De Fairtrade Gids guides you to clothing that
suits both - your style and ethics.

The
Netherlands

NL

Dive Lights

Dive lights developed a product that will help
children to learn to dive with their eyes open.

Finland

FI

Dreamteam NY

Dreamteam is a company that sells hoodies and
T-shirts.

The
Netherlands

NL

Droege
Dockumer

Droege Dockumer is a true regional product smoked sausages that are made with a special
seasoning. This product is made in association
with Smit butchery.

Norway

NO

DroneMarketing
UB

Photographics with a use of a drone.

Finland

FI

E&J Design Ny

Designing and printing drawings to different
products.

An internet meme producing company.

CornFish UB makes salmon dipped in cornmeal,
rolled up in rice papers sprinkled with cornflakes.
We sell and provide cupholders of foam sleeve
for festivals, events and for free use.
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Norway

NO

EasyRing UB

EasyRing UB offers a unique ring, which allows
you to simplify your life with its functions. We
serve private consumers at the age of 15-50.

The
Netherlands

NL

EcoRing

An application for your kitchen stove that will
make you cook 20% faster and consume 20%
less gas.

Norway

NO

Eldre at nett

The purpose of our company is to help elderly
people to get online, and doing so through
courses and internet-cafes.

Norway

NO

EMPA Ties UB

Project
CBEwB

CB

Etch Print

Sweden

SE

FastBreak UF

FastBreak UF sells a pre-portioned, nutritious
smoothie mix that gives the customer an optimal
breakfast in under one minute.

Project
CBEwB

CB

Fe-Nord

We are selling unique T-shirts about our cities Tallinn and Helsinki

Estonia

EE

Festera

We are producing microbial based composters
for indoor conditions.

The
Netherlands

NL

Feststraps

Feststraps have developed a wriststrap with a
RFID chip that solves the problem with cash,
coins and credits for you.

EMPA Ties offers handmade ties and bowties of
high quality. We serve both private consumers
and the corporate market.
Customized glassware.

Project
CBEwB

CB

Findser

Findser.eu is a webpage that helps to find the
specific service you need. As the application is
location-based and made really easy to use, the
process of finding a suitable service is relatively
fast.

Turkey

TR

Fomesa

Fomesa's aim is to find solutions to daily
problems. Our product is an unbreakable gadget
that prevents charging cables from breaking.

The
Netherlands

NL

Forever Lasting
Light

Forever Lasting Lights' product is an emaginary
candle. By using gps-coordinates the candle is
placed at a cherished place of your choice.

Norway

NO

Gårdsbutikken
UB

The Company sells fresh Fish, meat and
fishproducts.

Denmark

DK

HemmingGlas

HemmingGlas IVS specializes in jewelry made
from discarded glass bottles.

Sweden

SE

iSticker UF

iSticker UF makes stickers for Macbook air
laptops.
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Finland

FI

Lahja & lahja NY

The company makes unique, handcrafted home
decorational items from Finnish plywood.

Project
CBEwB

CB

LatEst

We offer boardgame connected with economics.

Latvia

LV

Laudio

Audio novels, Latvian folk tales and poems in
native - Latvian language.

Project
CBEwB

CB

LEaF

LEaF designs wall clocks made from recycled
plastic beads, HAMA pearl keychains and pencil
cases made form sowing cutoffs.

Latvia

LV

Light-Up

"Light-Up" sells innovative, modular light cubes.

Estonia

EE

Little Secret

Norway

NO

Lucio UB

Sweden

SE

Madd Designs
UF

Sweden

SE

Marbled Days UF

Sweden

SE

Mela UF

Malta

Sweden

Denmark

MT

SE

DK

The company works on sale developing.
Lucio covers cyclists need for better
predictability and safety in traffic, by providing a
bicycle west with LED-lights that indicates which
direction you are heading.
Madd Designs UF offers a service where we
create and design cover images and logos to
users within the platforms as Youtube and other
social media.
Merble Days will introduce you to a world of
marble and the many ways you can use it by
creating timeless, exclusive and handmade
jewelry as well as interior accessories.
Mela UF sells Iphone cases in different marble
designs. We focus on low prices and trendy
styles.

Metric

Metric have introduced into the market recycled,
yet decorative and eye-catching glass jars.
These jars contain different useful items inside
that might help people's everyday lives become
just a bit easier.

Mind The Gap
UF

Mind the Gap UF strives to reduce an annoying
everyday problem and driver distraction by
offering a cushion that is placed between the
seat and the gearbox that prevents objects from
falling down the gap in between them.

Norden

At Norden we are making sustainable design
furniture out of local natural materials. We have
a vision about taking nature into the living rooms
and making the furniture industry more
sustainable.
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Nordlux UB is going to make a flower pot that
will change colour when the plant needs water.

Norway

NO

Nordlux UB

Norway

NO

Nostalgia UB

Sweden

SE

Note-It UF

Note-It UF makes eco-friendly notebooks.

Sweden

SE

Nouveau
Apparel UF

Nouveau Apparel aims at creating trendy,
affordable, urban streetwear for the Youth and
by the Youth.

Turkey

TR

OmniHolder

“Omniholder” is a derivation of a bag that is
designed with the purpose of gathering different
kinds of personal items within a single entity.
Our business idea is to sell bags in different
colours with the word OurFight on them, this is
to support cancer research and also to raise
awareness of the LGBTQ+ community.

The company makes a book with stories and
recepies from Finnmark.

Sweden

SE

OurFight UF

Turkey

TR

PacknGo

Packngo makes compact pencil cases and
laptop holders.

Finland

FI

Paju

The company works together with the local
lifestyle company named Gedigo and sells
Gedigos small handmade leather items.

Israel

IL

PINEAPPLE

The company produces the "CARRANGE"
which is a bag that can be hanged on the
headrest of the front seat in the car to help
keeping the car tidy every day.

Sweden

SE

PlusOne UF

PlusOne UF sells traditional Swedish
Kanelbullar. 20% of its profit goes to charity.

The
Netherlands

NL

Pocket of Love

Norway

NO

ProGrip UB

Norway

NO

Regnafjernar UB

Norway

NO

Renew UB

Pocket of Love. Imagine having your condom
with you without even noticing, but still with you
until the last moment, we made that come true
with our underwear with a tiny pocket to shove in
your condom for tonight.
ProGrip fix your everyday problems with mobile
gloves and makeup brush washing mats.
The company sells a product named
FingerSwipe that is mainly meant for moped
drivers.
Delivering shelf-/worktop mounted
garbageclippers for home useage.
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Retki Hetki provides outdoor camping equipment
such as camping stools, sausage frying sticks
and thermal mugs.

Finland

FI

Retki Hetki

Bulgaria

BG

Revinton

Norway

NO

RIN UB

Norway

NO

Romance UB

Sweden

SE

Safety Girls UF

Revinton is an innovative advertising company.
We use a helium-based device to promote our
customers in indoor airspace.
Rock in North want to give you a little piece of
Finnmark by offering indoor-decor made
completely out of slate-stone with a short and
optional quote.
Our Product is a combined candlestick and
bottlerac, decorated With a handleblown heart in
the Northern lights.
The company sells a pin designed in order to
raise money for Brottsofferjouren.

Project
CBEwB

CB

Salubrious

Hand-made body lotions, made from natural
ingredients like shea butter, beeswax, coconut
butter etc. Body lotions with lavanda, lime or
pine needle extract.

Finland

FI

Shavake Ny

The company organizes fundraising for sport
teams and school classes.
Protective backpack covers and sport bags with
reflecting Latvian traditional elements and other
designs. And most recent product - luggage
protective covers.

Latvia

LV

Shine&Safe

Norway

NO

Sote Smaa UB

Sweden

SE

Spelia UF

Norway

NO

SteadyCup UB

Sote Smaa helps those with a sweet tooth by
making unique and homemade candy that is
delivered in a creative container.
Spelia UF are card game developers. Creators
of the amazing game that is Lettra.
Our company provides our customers with a
thermocup that doesn't fall over. By using
vacum, the cup is stuck to the table, but can
easily be picked up.

Estonia

EE

Sunrise

Sunrise makes products that are individually
packaged, with carefully arranged designs. We
work fast and produce quality products with
fantastic aroma.

Sweden

SE

Super Granola
UF

Super Granola UF is selling homemade, healthy
and delicious Granola, suitable for everyone!
We offer a flexible and affordable service in
terms of marketing and publicity in social media.
We take care of your social media on your
terms.

Sweden

SE

Syns Mer UF

Finland

FI

Tasty Finland &
Spain NY

The company makes a food calendar with
spanish and finnish recipies.
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The SUN produces 'The Healthy train': a fun and
educational game that encourages a healthy
lifestyle for kids.

Israel

IL

The SUN

Project
CBEwB

CB

TIDEL

TIDEL produces multifunctional towels with two
parts - one for head and one for the lower body
parts.

Norway

NO

Trash It UB

Trash It UB offers a product that makes it easier
for car owners to take a bigger responsibility for
the environment.

Estonia

EE

Triit

Latvia

LV

TRIK3

Project
CBEwB

CB

U-Cloud

Sweden

SE

UFocus YE

Ufocus is a smartphone app made to reduce the
need of being connected through various social
media and/or messages as well as phone calls.

Urbag UB

Urbag UB wishes to make being environmentally
conscious trendy by offering young people
stylish clutches which, through redesign, is an
environmentally friendly alternative.

Norway

Norway

NO

NO

All natural handmade dog treats.

The company makes trikes for kids.

LED clouds controlled by remote controller or
smartphone

Usefood UB

Usefood is a youth enterprise with a vision to
change how people cook food. By offering a an
app which uses the ingredients you already
have.
Utekjokkenet UB is an establishment renting out
parlours for banqueting. The premises have
historic value, a modern elegance, and are
located centrally in Oslo.

Norway

NO

Utekjøkkenet UB

The
Netherlands

NL

Vanplastic

Norway

NO

Vedkasse UB

The company makes wood crates to store inside
the house.

Sweden

SE

VegoEveryday
UF

We offer a website were we have collected the
best vegetarian and vegan recipes for free.

Sweden

SE

Wall-Up UF

Wall-Up UF makes a hanger for your washcloth
and dishbrush that´s made of stainless steel.

Project
CBEwB

CB

W-Charge

The Stekkerdekker prevents that the charger
can fall out of an extension cord.

Wireless chargers for iPhone and Samsung
phones.
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Latvia

LV

Wild Beard

Project
CBEwB

CB

Woockle

Project
CBEwB

CB

WoodVibe

Turkey

TR

Young Creators

Estonia

EE

Aljada art

PRODUCT/SERVICE
We are a Latvian company who specializes in
men facial hair products (shaving soap, after
shave spray, beard balm, oil, mustache wax).
We bring a new smell and design to old school
shaving and grooming.
We make wooden buckles for belts.

WoodVibe is an international student company,
that manufactures handmade wooden
earphones.

The company produces hand-made paintings
that are made on wood.

The soap and bath bombs.

